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Avalara integration confirmed with S2K Vision release
WEST DUNDEE, IL (February 17, 2017) – Davisware has continued to leverage its partnership with sales
tax automation leader, Avalara, by integrating a second ERP platform with the cloud-based software
provider.
In Q1 2016, Davisware’s GlobalEdge ERP solution joined forces with Avalara to offer a fully-integrated
interface with an ‘end-to-end suite of sales and other transactional tax compliance solutions.’ Today,
we are proud to announce a second certified integration with our trusted sales tax automation partner
and the highly-anticipated rewrite of S2K, S2K Vision.
‘Davisware is an advocate of forging partnerships with companies who offer a legitimate and valueadded service to our customers,’ says Jennifer Davis, President, ‘and by having both platforms equipped
with this service, Davisware, in conjunction with Avalara, is able to offer this value add as an option to
even more customers who could benefit from outsourcing the rigorous sales tax process.’
As Davisware continues to take a proactive approach to ever-evolving technology trends, we value the
partnership forged with Avalara and are confident our system integrations will be a significant benefit
and resource to our customers.
For more information, please contact info@davisware.com or visit www.avalara.com.
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Davisware, Inc. was founded in 1988 by Dan and Jennifer Davis. Since inception, Davisware has employed a service-first
approach and upheld its mission to offer comprehensive, all-inclusive technology products serving our users’ unique
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advantage in the marketplace.
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